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Clever School Rooming Part One 046 EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS



Chris Cooper Few consider ‘rooming’ a timetable, in other words, the allocation of rooms within a timetable, to be an exciting opportunity. Many consider it a simple administrative task, with little impact on the delivery of education to students. Things have changed. Technology has matured, and schools increasingly use it to manage resources better. Timetables were once done manually, but now this is rare. Most high schools now use timetabling software. Not only more efficient, software (used correctly) delivers better educational solutions, and is capable of considering a huge range of possibilities for all resources at the same time. Timetabling software has supported auto-rooming for years; however, early versions produced poor results. Users discovered it was easier to room manually, than to spend time fixing what the computer had assigned. It is important to understand that technology is now beyond just ‘helping’ the rooming process. High end software is now capable of completing the process to complete satisfaction of the human timetabler, without a single manual room change required, and to a standard most timetablers agree is better than they could have achieved themselves. Few adminstrators believe this is possible until they actually witness it themselves, and carefully check the results! Room ownership A key concept in best practice timetabling is to consider a holistic approach to assigning resources. Rooms can be ‘owned’ by either the students, or the teachers (known as home rooms), or by the faculty, or by the ‘subject’. If you ask the deputy who owns the rooms, they may say the school does – yet both school politics and history often lead to rooms being allocated and thus ‘owned’ by the heads of department of each faculty. School timetabling can often be a hotbed of politics, and some teachers carry a lot of weight, feeling their long tenure at the school gives them unquestionable rights over the ownership



of “their home room”, or of the rooms ‘assigned’ to their faculty. Student Room Ownership Junior core classes (E.g. 7A) are allocated a home room. This means rooms are mapped to student groups, as opposed to subjects. The 7A students stay in their home room for many academic subjects, such as Maths, English and History. This approach to rooming is more the primary school model than high school, and can ease transition of junior students, and reduce disruption on students. In general, reducing student movement is viewed positively, but consideration must also be given to the benefits of students changing rooms to stretch, and refresh their minds, as opposed to staying in their same seat, lesson after lesson, and in the same seating arrangement. On the other hand, students’ movement to another room may provide social benefits, during the process and as a result of the opportunity for a new seating plan. Teacher Room Ownership In some schools, teachers are assigned a home room, and they will occupy this room on every single period they teach, without question. In other schools, the home room is more a strong preference, where, for example, the Chemistry teacher may get kicked out of his Chemistry lab if he is taking a junior Science class when another Chemistry class needs that lab as a priority over the home room preference. Faculty Room Ownership Historically, most schools allocated rooms to faculties. This conveyed a sense of ownership, and was largely done as an easy, administrative way to manage rooming. Once designated as a ‘Maths’ room, it simplified the process of rooming, as any time a Maths class needs a room, it would primarily be allocated one of these designated Maths rooms. The old practice of faculty ‘ownership’ of rooms also naturally groups students in the same subject together, and likely close to the faculty staff room, as well as improving room consistency. It also allows



rooms to be customised for the subject through the use of such tools as posters on the wall. While faculty room ownership is a common arrangement in many schools, it is not the most efficient, compared to more modern approaches that work better with scheduling technology. Subject Room Ownership While similar to faculty ownership, the notion of ‘subject’ room ownership changes the sense of control from ‘total’ control by the faculty head, to ‘shared’ control between one or more subjects. While subjects still fall within a faculty, there is less sense of ownership by an individual (the head). Allowing a faculty head to manage their rooming is okay ‘in general’, but it is sometimes more efficient to have a timetabler (or software) manage resources more from an overarching perspective, without the natural restrictions that apply if ownership is allocated (even implied) more towards individuals. Sharing rooms between subjects is not new, but the historical approach has a room designated primarily as a Maths room, but which ‘can’ take some History classes if needed. The bias towards a primary subject is less efficient than arranging for the room to be ‘equally’ a Maths and History room – as this makes a difference. The more correct philosophy is that rooms are designated as ‘subject capable’ – meaning the rooms actually own the subject, not the other way around. Imagine a school with five rooms allocated to Maths, and four to History, being a total of nine between them. In many periods they may actually have seven Maths classes on, or five History classes. There is never enough rooms for either of them! This means some classes must be roomed out of their faculty room. The subject ownership philosophy means the school can allocate ‘Maths’ to six rooms, and ‘History’ to five rooms. There are still only nine physical rooms in total, but two of these rooms are equally allocated to both English and History. This means a History class could bump out Maths, just as easily as the other way around – as there is equal preference, not a ‘faculty priority’. The flexibility in this new approach makes a
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Generally, reducing movement within a school is positive. It saves time, and reduces noise. There is no right way here, as each school is different. An understanding of the differing rooming philosophies, with pros and cons, is good for schools trying to get the rooming balance ‘just right’. difference, including affecting how classes are assigned periods – if rooming quality aspects are considered in detail during the timetabling process. Enlarging the primary subject room set is more efficient than a reduced set of rooms, with some classes bumped out of their primary rooms. It means that overall, more classes will get the ‘correct’ subject designated room for more periods, and also more classes will have increased rooming consistency – only one or perhaps two rooms for all lessons, compared to perhaps three of four (if the primary room set was reduced to strict faculty ownership). A basic guide is to calculate how many rooms are needed for each subject ‘on average’, and ensure there are enough rooms allocated to the subject to cover them. This was never possible with faculty ownership of rooms, as you can’t give ‘control’ of a single room to more than one faculty head teacher. (Think: Too many cooks spoil the broth!) Rooming Quality Aspects Each school has a different opinion on the relative importance of various rooming criteria. Most schools agree that access is essential to specialist rooms for subjects like Art, Music, food courses and Science; an adequate size/capacity is expected; and consistency is wanted, where possible. Some schools want teachers assigned to the same room all the time, or reduced movement of students, by keeping one or more year groups in the same rooms. Other main concerns may include prioritising the rooming for a subject or year group; achieving equal access to certain rooms; as well as maximising use of these particular rooms. Room Capacity Don’t overfill, or underfill rooms. Don’t ignore small rooms, as they may easily accommodate small classes where



possible, as opposed to treating them as a ‘last resort’ only. Preferred Room Type Maximise the number of periods a class is assigned their preferred room type – e.g. A Science class wants the labs for all periods, but often can’t get this in all cases. Equity in allocation of preferred rooms is also important. Labs need to be balanced out equally to all Science classes, not with one class having a lot more than others. Further, more advanced timetabling software should allow you to specify complex room type ratios, such as PDHPE has a double period in Room = (Oval or Gym), and two single periods in Room = (PDH theory room, or else another theory room in same building if PDH room is already taken). Even more complex may be specifying that the practical double period lesson can’t be scheduled on the same day as Sport, where the PDH theory components can – to spread out physical activity for students. Other examples may be Maths wants one period in a computer room, and the rest in theory periods. These requirements should further consider which Maths room is the teacher’s home room, or that 7Mat3 needs a ‘ground floor’ Maths room, due to a student with a wheelchair and so on. Long gone are the days when timetabling software could not adequately express ‘exactly’ what the school rooming requirements are. This is why best practice rooming removes the human from the allocation phase entirely. Instead, they are put into an even more powerful position of managing the highly detailed rooming requirements, instead of the mundane allocations (for which computers are now better). Rooming Consistency Maximise the number of periods students
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have the same room for a given class. Whether achieved by either a ‘Student’ or a ‘Teacher’ home room policy, this has many benefits: Reduced confusion about where to go, vandalism more easily spotted and reduced, and there is a greater sense of ownership by all, allowing a positive focus on the teaching and learning that happens in that space. Reduce Movement Associating ‘rooms with subjects’ reduces teacher travel time, as not only do they not have to move between lessons, these rooms are close to their staff rooms. Teacher home rooms may also be part of this. It also engenders a sense of ownership enabling subject specific teaching resources to be stored or on permanent display. Students can also receive validation of their efforts by having their work displayed in a ‘safe’ area. Student allocated home rooms (E.g. 7A) will reduce student movement, at the cost of higher teacher movement and the inability to designate some rooms to specific subjects. Similarly, one should consider the geographical location of rooms, when looking at sequential lessons – either with a focus on teacher movement, or a focus on student movement between periods, depending on when they occur. This is difficult however, as what is efficient for one day may be less efficient for the next – unless the rooming consistency is reduced, to save movement. Either way, you can’t have your cake and eat it too! Generally, reducing movement within a school is positive. It saves time, and reduces noise. There is no right way here, as each school is different. An understanding of the differing rooming philosophies, with pros and cons, is good for schools trying to get the rooming balance ‘just right’. ETS This concludes clever school rooming part 1. Next issue covers complex strategies to improve your rooming even more.
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software has been capable of completing. the task to 100 per cent satisfaction of the. school timetabler for several years now. This. is not just to 'save time' on the ...
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Chess computers can now beat. humans, and school rooming has become. the same. It is not possible to 'beat' the. computer in rooming quality, provided you.
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October 18: Chapter Three. November 1: Chapter Four(Part 1). November 6: Chapter Four(Part 2). November 8: Presentation: Group 1-4. November 13: Chapter ...
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In this series of posts I will break Mitra's Guardian article down and offer a critical response to each of his points. The first point I wish to address arises from this passage: "Any standard room in a Holiday Inn is better than the best facilities
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Admissions appeals will follow the same timetable as other Catholic schools in Wolverhampton: Appeals for normal round of admissions. Date of allocation of ...
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